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//  Foreword

Dear customer,

Thank you very much for deciding on a high quality e-medic product.
Our e-medic Computers are developed and manufactured in Germany following the strict 
guidelines of ISO9001 Quality Management. You have thus bought a quality product with a 
high manufacturing standard and high life expectancy and have, at the same time, suppor-
ted Germany as the country of origin for high quality products. 

We have developed and produced your e-medic Computer with the best possible compo-
nents to allow you many years of smooth operation. For this reason our products come 
with a long-term availability guarantee for spare parts as well as with a warranty of up to 
5 years*. 

To ensure long-term stability a very efficient heatpipe cooling system has been developed 
for the e-medic Silence ST/TT model range. Thanks to the completely closed aluminium 
housing no dust or dirt can get into the housing and therefore the opening of the housing 
for maintenance purposes is no longer necessary. Our clear goal: low maintenance, long-
term operations so that you can concentrate on your day-to-day business and, in the best 
case, not notice your computer. It’s there, and works.

We wish you a lot of enjoyment with your e-medic Computer and thank you once again for 
choosing us as your partner. 

Ihr e-medic Team

* Option with additional charge

Note
To avoid the risk of possible electric shock this unit must only 
be connected to a mains power supply with an earth conductor 
protection.!
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//  1. Safety instructions

<< Read carefully prior to initial operation start-up!!! >>

Electrical safety and conformity

The Silence ST/TT PC must only be installed and brought into operation by qualified person-
nel. The opening of the housing is also only to be carried out by qualified personnel. The Si-
lence ST/TT PC must only be powered by a 230/240V mains supply with an attached protec-
tive earth conductor. The mains supply must conform to DIN 0100 part 710. The computer is 
also still connected to the mains supply when it is in a switched off condition. Only through 
unplugging the computer will it be separated from the mains supply. The operational area 
must comply with the requirements of EN/IEC 60601-1 or EN/IEC 60950-1. Due to the Heat-
pipe cooling the housing surface area will reach a temperature of up to 55°C. This is normal. 
The external power supply can warm up to 70°C. The electronic power supply regulation 
monitors the temperature and, if necessary, regulates the output downwards to prevent 
the power supply from overheating. However, avoid direct contact with the surfaces of the 
system. The unit must only be operated using the original power supply with the original 
mains cable provided. An extension of the power supply connecting cable is not permitted. 
If the original mains cable has to be replaced with another cable or a longer cable, then only 
a cable validated by us may be used. With visible damage to a power line this must be repla-
ced immediately with a perfect mains cable that has been validated by us. With transfer or 
resale of the unit this handbook must be passed on with it. 

! If these instructions are not complied with the unit loses its conformity and there is a 
danger to life for users, patients and third persons.

Initial operation

When your Silence ST/TT PC has just been delivered do not under any circumstances con-
nect it straight away! First unpack your new computer very carefully and remove the pro-
tective foil. Then leave the PC standing in the room in which it is to be used for at least 2 
hours so that the computer can assimilate the room temperature and any possible con-
densation moisture that has accrued can dissipate. If moisture has built up on the housing 
wipe this off with a clean, antistatic cloth. As long as there is moisture on the housing the 
computer must not be connected to the mains supply.

Purpose and mode of operation

This unit is suitable for the storage and processing of data. This unit is developed for long-
term use in intermittent operation. 
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Connection of peripheral devices

Read the operating instructions of the devices to be connected very carefully and follow 
the installation instructions of the respective products. The cable lengths of the devices 
connected must not exceed 3m, otherwise correct operation cannot be guaranteed. Ensu-
re the connectors are seated properly. If you have bought your Silence TT PC with an additi-
onal graphic card the display connections on the mother board are disconnected. Connect 
the monitor to be used to one of the graphic card connectors that are lying next to one ano-
ther. These can be found in the upper area at the back of the computer. With connection 
to the motherboard sockets for the built in graphic device your monitor will not function. 

 ! Warning: With devices that provide the Silence ST/TT with additional power via the 
connecting plug, the supply unit must also be checked according to EN60601-1.

 Upgrade and installation of components

<< Remove the mains supply plug before opening the housing! >>

Any opening of the housing is solely permitted by one of our authorised company’s resp. 
technicians. After opening the unit, and according to applicable legal requirements, a new 
safety test must be carried out in accordance with EN60601-1. 

Before opening the housing it is imperative to remove the mains supply plug and to wait for 
approx. 1 minute until all electrical current inside the unit has dissipated. Otherwise there 
will be a danger to life!!! A subsequent change to the configuration of the unit requires 
authorisation by e-medic Support and only components that have been tested and valida-
ted by us may be used. An unauthorised change to the unit configuration will result in an 
immediate loss of conformity and can lead to a danger to the health of the user and / or the 
patients and other people as the electrical safety can no longer be guaranteed!

Action with the ingress of foreign objects and liquids

With the inadvertent ingress of foreign objects, liquids or with the development of conden-
sation on the unit it must immediately be separated from the mains supply by removing 
the plug.   Under no circumstances switch the unit on again and contact the in-house tech-
nician, resp. your e-medic dealer or contact our Support team.
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Adherence to physical limit values

In accordance with the technical data maintain the specified permissible operating valu-
es for temperature, humidity and air pressure without fail as the Silence ST/TT PC would 
otherwise be run outside its specifications and safe operation can no longer be guaranteed. 
If the limits of the values for operation exceed or are below those stated the unit must be 
immediately switched off and the mains supply plug removed. 

Temperature fluctuation and condensation 

If the unit is exposed to large temperature fluctuations, such as those that can occur 
through transportation or storage in an unheated location, under no circumstances con-
nect the unit straight away as condensation moisture can accumulate internally.  Wipe off 
visible external condensation with a clean, antistatic cloth and leave it standing without 
packaging material for at least 2 hours before connecting the Silence ST/TT PC to the mains 
supply.   The unit can only be connected when no further condensation forms.

Choice of location

The Silence ST/TT PC System must be placed in a dust free, vibration-free and dry location 
and must not come into direct contact with liquids and combustible gases. Ensure that the 
computer has a firm, horizontal and level platform. The Silence ST/TT PC must be operated 
in a horizontal position. In a vertical operating position there is the danger of injury should 
the unit tip over. Do not place the medical table power supply on the floor as there is the 
danger of moisture ingress through, for example, mopping the floor. Make sure that the 
computer has enough room on each side to prevent the build up of heat. Under no cir-
cumstances must the cooling fins on the side of the unit, the power supply or the housing 
cover be covered up or blocked off as the unit will no longer be cooled enough. If the unit 
is operated in a closed container or cabinet enough air circulation is to be ensured other-
wise there will be a danger of overheating. If other installation options are chosen it is to 
be ensured that nobody can be injured due to inadequate fixation of the computer. A firm 
surface installation fixation must only be carried out using original VESA bracket VM1. 
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//   2. Patient environment
To protect your patients from electrical influences avoid simultaneous contact with the 
patients and the computer housing.

 a) e-medic Silence ST-M/TT-M Computer (Medical)

The Silence ST-M/TT-M is a so called „Medical PC“ and was developed and tested for use in 
the vicinity of patients. It fulfils the requirements of the EN/IEC 60950 and EN/IEC 60601-
1-2 standards and the power supply fulfils the requirements of EN / IEC 60601-1 standard 
with respect to the electrical limit values.

 b) e-medic Silence ST/TT Computer

Silence ST/TT model computers are only appropriate for use in the vicinity of patients in 
conjunction with a medical isolating transformer. The output of the isolating transformer 
should be at least 150VA. We recommend the use of the MED N isolating transformers 
that can be sourced through your e-medic dealer. In this configuration a faultless function 
is guaranteed. In the following table you can find an overview of recommended isolating 
transformers.

Recommended isolating transformers for Silence ST/TT 

Output Model name

150VA MED N 150 VA

300VA MED N 300 VA

600VA MED N 600 VA

Electrical safety according to IEC / EN 60601-1

For the manufacture of a system consisting of computers of the Silence ST-M/TT-M series 
and other electrical devices used in the medical field, the requirements of the valid version 
of IEC / EN 60601-1 resp. EN 60601-1-1 are to be taken into account.

Furthermore, it is the responsibility of the system manufacturer to market the complete 
system according to the medical product guidelines 93/42 EWG resp. 2007/47/EG and, 
as the case may be, to bring it into operation in the framework of in-house production 
according to §12 MPG. Because by definition a computer system without medical software 
cannot be a medical product as defined by the guidelines of 93/42 EWG it is, therefore, a 
new system made up of medical product and non-medical product.

Trenntransformator MED N 600 VA 230V
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The e-medic Silence ST-M/TT-M Computer was certified according to IEC / EN 60601-1-2 
and the power supply meets the requirements according to IEC / EN 60601-1. Compliance 
with the limits of these standards allows the system manufacturer to carry out the (simpli-
fied) conformity assessment procedure according to the medical product guidelines.

Depending on the medical purpose of the overall system it may also be necessary to install 
a so called galvanic separation between an active medical product and a computer system 
for both Silence ST/TT as well as for Silence ST-M/TT-M Computers to comply with the 
requirements of IEC / EN 60601-1. Galvanic separation isolates the wanted signal of the 
respective PC interface, such as network (Ethernet), USB or DVI interfaces.

Listed in the following table are our recommended and tested isolators which can be sour-
ced through your e-medic dealer:

Data lines that may possibly be connected, e.g. network and ISDN cables, must also be 
isolated. In the table below you will find our recommendations and these can be supplied 
by your e-medic dealer.

Recommended isolators for Silence ST/TT

Connecting cable 
type

Model name

USB USB 1.1 MED

Serial RS-232 RS232 Isolator STD 2.5KV B 9Pin

LAN-Network MI-1005

BNC/S-VHS MED Video Isolator 1, 2, 4

DVI DVI-Isolator STD1, STD2, STD4

Recommended data cable isolators for Silence ST/TT 

Data cable type Model name

LAN-Network MI-1005

ISDN ISODN ISDN Isolator

 USB 1.1 Med

 MI-1005
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Safety instructions for operation in the patient environment
In general the current valid national laws, standards and guidelines are to be complied 
with. The Silence ST/TT Computer may be used within the patient environment. In con-
junction with active medical products that were introduced according to the 93/42 EWG 
guidelines, a new medical electrical system is created that must be re-evaluated. Peripheral 
devices within the patient environment, such as printers or cameras must also either com-
ply with the requirements of IEC 60601-1 and IEC60601-1-2 or be additionally equipped 
with a two-stage protection for the patients. This additional protection can be ensured by 
the use of isolating transformers or isolators in the connecting cable (see Point 2. “Patient 
environment” ). With non-compliance with the current regulations you are acting with 
gross negligence and place the lives of your patients and those of uninvolved third parties 
in possible danger. If in doubt contact our e-medic Support in order to create a safe envi-
ronment for you and your patients. If you need further support, such as specialist literature 
or training, you can also contact our e-medic Support Team. We will be happy to help you 
further in an uncomplicated and unbureaucratic manner.

//   3. Integration in a medical system
With the integration of the Silence ST/TT Computers in a medical electrical system the re-
quirements of the valid version IEC 60601-1 and possibly the requirements of the medical 
product guidelines 93/42 EWG (2007/47/EG) are to be complied with. The Silence ST/TT PC 
must only be electrically connected to and operated with products and devices that comply 
with the requirements of the standards EN/IEC 60601-1 or EN/IEC 60950-1. Before the inte-
gration of the Silence ST/TT PCs in a system, be sure to ask the manufacturer of the medical 
system if this requirement for the operation with a PC is specified. If operation with a PC 
is permitted keep strictly to the system manufacturers recommended performance values 
for the PC unit. Connected data cables must be separately isolated, where appropriate, as 
well as the connecting cable between the Silence ST/TT PC and other possible connected 
devices.

//   4. Operation in a network
The Silence ST/TT Computer may only be operated in a network that complies with the 
requirements of EN 50173 resp. ISO/IEC 11801. We, as manufacturer of the e-medic com-
puters, will not be liable for transmission failures, data loss or electrical surges and short 
circuits in your network structure that could occur due to non-standard installation. Only 
allow the installation in your network to be carried out by the network administrator or a 
person authorised by him. Do not carry out any changes to your network without the au-
thorisation of the network administrator. In addition, in the case of use in the patient vicini-
ty the instructions listed under Point 2. “Patient environment” are to be taken into account. 
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//   5. Safe operation
Data protection

Through the use of high quality components we have been able to develop a guaranteed 
durable and stable platform for you. Please make sure, however, that your data is backed 
up regularly because only you as the user of the computer are responsible for this. We 
therefore recommend that you back up your data at regular intervals on an external data 
carrier or, better still, on Silence TT PC with two built in hard drives, this run in safe RAID1 
array. In accordance with current legislation we, as manufacturer, are not liable for dest-
royed data and their subsequent costs. Ask your e-medic dealer or our e-medic Support 
Hotline for an appropriate solution for secure data storage.

Protection from power outages 

So that no data loss occurs with mains supply failures and so that you can safely close 
down your current application we recommend the use of a medical UPS (Uninterruptible 
Power Supply). These are available with different output sizes. The VA value given means 
that with this VA performance decrease the UPS of the connected unit will supply electrical 
power for approx. 4-6 minutes. Your Silence ST/TT Computer has approx. 120VA power 
consumption at full load. A UPS with 420VA can supply your Silence ST/TT Computer at 
full load for approx. 15 minutes. At half load, which corresponds to the normal operation 
of a computer, the PC will then be supplied for approx. 28 minutes. If you take a UPS with 
a higher VA number then the supply time will be increased accordingly. The table below 
is intended as a guide to make it easier for you to choose the appropriate UPS. Please 
remember that your monitor should also be connected to the UPS so that your system 
remains operable in an emergency.
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Running time overview for UPS systems with a Silence ST/TT Computer*
 

Powervar UPS PC perfor-
mance

PC perfor-
mance

type output 100% 50%

ABCE420-22IEC 420VA 15 min. 28 min.

ABCE600-22IEC 600VA 20 min. 38 min.

ABCE800-22IEC 800VA 27 min. 52 min.

ABCE1100-22IEC 1100VA 36 min. 70 min.

ABCE1440-22IEC 1440VA 48 min. 94 min.

*all values are approx. specifications and serve purely for orientation purposes.   
The actual running time can vary:

For the medical sector we recommend UPSs from the manufacturer Powervar with ZPA 
connection (potential equalisation stud). These UPSs are certified in accordance with EN 
60950 and EN 60601-1 and are available from your e-medic dealer as floor mounted unit 
with floor attachment as well as 19’ cabinet installation variants.

Care and maintenance
Your new e-medic Silence ST/TT Computer was developed by us as a low maintenance 
unit with long service intervals. Because of this it is no longer necessary to open and clean 
the unit several times a year. Thanks to the closed and fan-less design the opening of the 
housing for maintenance purposes is normally no longer necessary. Because of this dust 
and germs have no chance of infiltrating the housing and settling on sensitive internal com-
ponents. In addition, make sure that the cooling fins on the side-walls of the housing are 
clean and dust free as dirt or dust build-up can reduce the cooling efficiency of the system. 
In addition to these unit related maintenance recommendations the legal requirements of 
BGV A 3 (accident prevention regulations for electrical installations and equipment) must 
be complied with.

Cleaning the housing
You can clean the housing and power supply of your Silence ST/TT Computer with a 
clean, lint-free and anti-static cloth. At all times ensure that the computer is switched 
off and the mains supply is unplugged before cleaning the computer. If you use liquids 
for cleaning on no account spray these or pour them directly on the computer or the 
power supply, instead slightly moisten your cloth with the cleaning liquid. In the process 
only enough liquid should be in the cleaning cloth so that no drops form when you wipe 
over the housing. Make sure that no liquid gets into the interior of the unit. As a cleaning 
agent an all-purpose cleaner, glass and surface cleaner or a disinfection solution based 
on quaternary materials may be used. On no account use acidic, caustic cleaning agents

 USV ABCE
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as these could corrode the housing. If liquids have got inside the unit accidentally do not 
under any circumstances reconnect the unit again but contact your service technician or 
your e-medic dealer.

//   6. Liability and warranty
We will grant you a minimum of a 2 year warranty on your e-medic Silence ST/TT Computer. 
This warranty can be extended to a 3 year or a 5 year total validity period immediately upon 
purchase of the computer and against an additional charge. The warranty includes the 
collection of a defective unit with subsequent return delivery or, alternatively, an advanced 
delivery of the necessary spare parts with a reaction time of 2 working days. In the case of 
a request for an advanced delivery of the spare parts the installation of the parts will be 
carried out by your company technician who is to be authorised by us.

With the e-medic Silence ST-M/TT-M Medical PCs there is also the option of the choice of 
a complete exchange of the whole unit in advance.

You only have a right to this voluntary warranty service if your unit has been operated in 
accordance with the instructions in the handbook and the valid legal requirements. 

In the case of a warranty claim please contact your e-medic dealer or our e-medic Sup-
port Hotline immediately. 

e-medic Support Hotline: +49(0)5741-236027-0 
(Mo.-Fr. from 8.00h to 16.45h)

Support e-mail: support@baaske.net

    e-medic Partner: 
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Disclaimer

In the manufacturers voluntary warranty parts subject to normal wear and tear, such as 
filters and batteries, are not included. We are not liable for optical defects caused through 
use, such as worn labels. Furthermore, we are not liable for damage and subsequent da-
mage that occurred through improper handling, incorrect operation, faulty connection, 
non-compliance with legal requirements and / or external influences. There is no entit-
lement to an indemnity or compensation for loss of use. No liability for the functionality 
of software can be assumed. The person and / or company responsible have to ensure 
that the software used has been verified and validated. We are not liable for any possible 
additional costs that may arise from the installation of software or the uploading of data, 
following a successful repair, because the user himself is responsible for the protection and 
maintenance of his data as defined by German court of law. 

Notes 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NOTE: Photographs and schematic diagrams used in this document are for illustration purposes only. The actual 
product may vary. Errors and misprints excepted.        
      © Baaske Medical GmbH & Co.KG Status 01/2012
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//   7. Technical Data

 Connection diagram - rear of Silence ST

A- Network- LAN RJ45 socket

B- 2x USB 3.0 ports

C- 2x USB 2.0 ports

D- E-SATA connector

E- DVI Monitor connector (VGA via adapter possible)

F- HDMI Monitor connector (DVI via adapter possible)

G- 2x USB 2.0 ports

H- Display Port Monitor connector

I- Surround loudspeaker output (only required for multi-channel systems)

J- Subwoofer/Centre output (only required for multi-channel systems) 

K- Optical digital sound output –S/P DIF, galvanically separated

L- Line In – Audio/sound input

M- Microphone input

N- Loud speaker output (Front) needed for sound output via PC loud speaker
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Technical data Silence ST (M):

Processor Intel® Core i3-2100T 2,5Ghz, i5-2500T -2,3Ghz, i7-2600S-
2,8Ghz, Pentium G620 2,6Ghz

Processor cores Dual core or Quad core*

Socket / Chipset LHA 1155/ Intel® H67

Main board Intel DH67CFB3 mini ITX

Memory expansion max. 16 GB

Memory type DDR3 - 1333MHz 

RAM slots 2

Operating system Windows 7 Pro with Windows XP Downgrade Option

Hard drives 500GB 7200rpm, S-ATAIII 

Optical drives DVD +/- R/RW burner Slot In S-ATA

Graphic 

Keyboard and mouse

Intel® HD Graphics 2000** (Direct X 11) onboard, max. defi-
nition 1920x1200 pixels, Dual Display supported, Video und 
3D acceleration

Microsoft keyboard (splash proof) with optical Microsoft 
scroll mouse (1000dpi), colour: white

External interfaces 1x HDMI, 1x DVI,1xDisplay Port, 5x Analogue Audio, 1xDigi-
tal Audio (S/PDIF), 4x USB 2.0, 2x USB 3.0, 1xE-SATA, 1x RJ45 
LAN

Internal interfaces 2x S-ATA 6,0 GB/s, 2xS-ATA 3,0 GB/s, 6xUSB 2.0

Sound system Realtek ALC892 (10 channel HD Sound) 

LAN Intel® 82579V (10/100/1000mbit)

Power supply External medical 63W /100W* power supply (ST-M) external 
Fortron power supply 82W (ST)

Housing Mini-ITX closed, fan-free with 3 channel Heatpipe

Housing material Aluminium / steel (ST-M: with potential equaliser plug)

Standard mounting slots External: 1x Slim 5,25" / internal: 1x 2,5" 

Dimensions Width 260 x height 85 x depth 240mm 

Temperature (operational) +5°C to +40°C

Temperature (storage) -10°C to +60°C

Humidity (operational) 15% - 85% (non-condensing)

Humidity (storage) 5% - 90% (non-condensing)

Air pressure (operational) 700hPa - 1075hPa

Air pressure (storage) 700hPa - 1075hPa

1
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Standards / Guidelines EN 60601-1-2, EN 60601-1, EN60950, EN 55011, EN55022, 
EN55024, EN 610003-2/3, 55082-1, CE 

Manufacturing stan-
dards

Manufactured in Germany according to ISO 9001

Warranty

 
 

2 years with advanced exchange
3 years with advanced exchange (additional charge)
5 years with advanced exchange (additional charge)

*   only with i5/i7 systems 
** with Intel Pentium G systems an Intel HD Graphics chip set is used without integrated Video and 3D 
     acceleration

    Technical possibilities of the Main board dependent on the availability of future 8GB RAM
 Stand Januar 2012 – technisch bedingte Änderungen vorbehalten

 Accessories included with Silence ST-M:

 Technische Daten Silence ST (M):

e-medic Silence ST/TT Handbook German instruction manual - Article No.: 
2006932

e-medic IEC power cable 1,8m Cable for Germany and Austria - Article No.: 
2006323

e-medic medical table power supply
(* dependent on model type)

63W* MPU63-105 Article No.: 2006277
100W* MPU100-105 Article No.: 2006790

Microsoft keyboard 200W* * Dependent on scope of delivery ordered

Microsoft mouse 200W* * Dependent on scope of delivery ordered

Microsoft Windows 7 Pro DVD* * Dependent on scope of delivery ordered

 Accessories included with Silence ST:

e-medic Silence ST/TT Handbook German instruction manual - 
Article No.: 2006932

e-medic IEC power cable 1,8m Cable for Germany and Austria - 
Article No.: 2006323

e-medic medical table power supply 84W Fortron Article Nr.: 2006933

Microsoft keyboard 200W* * Dependent on scope of delivery ordered

Microsoft mouse 200W* * Dependent on scope of delivery ordered

Microsoft Windows 7 Pro DVD* * Dependent on scope of delivery ordered

1
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Upgrade options for Silence ST(M):

VESA bracket VM1 Stainless steel bracket for attachment on 
carts, trolleys or boom systems. Also sui-
table for wall mounting or for mounting 
behind a monitor with VESA 75 or VESA 
100 holding brackets.

Interface Cover CP1: Aluminium Cover for the connections on 
the rear for easy identification. 

Meditouch IP68 keyboard with Touchpad Keyboard with long-life carbon contacts 
with 10 blocks and capacitive Touchpad, 
max. degree of protection: IP68; under-
water proof UW-1; Vesa-drillings (75 
mm); interface: USB; dimensions: 340 x 
165 x 16,3 mm; layout: German; colour: 
light grey, EN60601-1

Mighty Mouse 5G 3 key optical mouse, protection type: 
IP 68, connection: USB, dimensions: 
11x6x3,5 cm, cable length: approx. 180 
cm, weight: 142 g, colour: white, EN 
60601

Unit supply cable MED 5m H05VV-F 3G, cable diameter 1.5mm², 
colour: white, angled Schuko to IEC320 
C13, length 5m 

   Status January 2012 - technically related changes excepted

 
 

 © Baaske Medical GmbH & Co.KG Status 01/2012 

Note

Photographs and schematic diagrams used in this document are for 
illustration purposes only. The actual product may vary. Errors and 
misprints excepted.!

1
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